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Ito T, Ostry DJ. Speech sounds alter facial skin sensation. J
Neurophysiol 107: 442–447, 2012. First published October 19, 2011;
doi:10.1152/jn.00029.2011.—Interactions between auditory and so-
matosensory information are relevant to the neural processing of
speech since speech processes and certainly speech production in-
volves both auditory information and inputs that arise from the
muscles and tissues of the vocal tract. We previously demonstrated
that somatosensory inputs associated with facial skin deformation
alter the perceptual processing of speech sounds. We show here that
the reverse is also true, that speech sounds alter the perception of
facial somatosensory inputs. As a somatosensory task, we used a
robotic device to create patterns of facial skin deformation that would
normally accompany speech production. We found that the perception
of the facial skin deformation was altered by speech sounds in a
manner that reflects the way in which auditory and somatosensory
effects are linked in speech production. The modulation of orofacial
somatosensory processing by auditory inputs was specific to speech
and likewise to facial skin deformation. Somatosensory judgments
were not affected when the skin deformation was delivered to the
forearm or palm or when the facial skin deformation accompanied
nonspeech sounds. The perceptual modulation that we observed in
conjunction with speech sounds shows that speech sounds specifically
affect neural processing in the facial somatosensory system and
suggest the involvement of the somatosensory system in both the
production and perceptual processing of speech.

multisensory integration; auditory-somatosensory interaction; cutane-
ous perception; speech perception

EVIDENCE FOR MULTISENSORY INTEGRATION in speech perception is
generally centered on its effects on auditory function. Visual
information facilitates auditory perception (Sumby and Pollack
1956) and results in illusory auditory percepts such as the
McGurk effect (McGurk and MacDonald 1974). Somatosen-
sory inputs likewise affect the auditory perception of speech
sounds (Gick and Derrick 2009; Ito et al. 2009). But does the
multisensory processing of speech sounds specifically target
the auditory system, as might be expected if speech was
primarily an auditory specialization (Diehl et al. 2004)? Or are
the above examples just instances of a more broadly based
multisensory interaction (Liberman et al. 1967)?

Interactions between the auditory and somatosensory sys-
tems have been documented previously in nonspeech contexts
such as the detection of events in different spatial locations
(Murray et al. 2005; Tajadura-Jiménez et al. 2009) and tem-
poral frequency discrimination (Yau et al. 2009, 2010). The
associated neural mechanisms have been investigated using
brain imaging in humans (Beauchamp et al. 2008; Foxe et al.
2002; Murray et al. 2005) and in other primates (Fu et al. 2003;

Kayser et al. 2005; Lakatos et al. 2007). The effects of auditory
inputs on somatosensory perception have been reported in
cases other than speech. For example, the detection of near-
threshold somatosensory stimuli is improved by the presence
of simultaneous auditory inputs (Ro et al. 2009). Similarly, the
perception of surface roughness is affected by sounds played to
subjects while they rub their hands together (Jousmaki and
Hari 1998). Judgments of the crispness of potato chips are
dependent on the intensity and frequency of sounds played as
subjects bite on the chips (Zampini and Spence 2004). Audi-
tory and somatosensory systems also interact in speech per-
ception. In particular, facial somatosensory inputs similar to
those that arise in the production of speech have been found to
systematically alter the perception of speech sounds (Ito et al.
2009). If speech perception mechanisms are tightly linked to
those of speech production, speech-specific auditory-somato-
sensory interactions should be observed in the reverse direc-
tion, that is, speech sounds should modulate the perception of
somatosensory inputs that would normally be associated with
speech articulatory motion.

We tested the idea that speech sounds affect facial somato-
sensory perception by using a robotic device to generate
patterns of facial skin deformation that are similar in timing
and duration to those experienced in speech production. We
combined the skin stretch with the simultaneous presentation
of speech sounds. We found that skin stretch judgments are
affected by auditory input and that the effects are, for the most
part specific, to speech sounds and facial skin sensation.
Auditory inputs must be speechlike to affect somatosensory
processing, and the auditory influence on the somatosensory
system is limited to somatosensory inputs that would normally
accompany the production of speech. Taken together with our
complementary finding (Ito et al. 2009), the results underscore
the reciprocal interaction between the production and percep-
tion of speech.

METHODS

Participants and sensory test. Fifty-six native speakers of Ameri-
can English participated in the experiment. Participants were all
healthy young adults with normal hearing. All participants signed
informed consent forms approved by the Human Investigation Com-
mittee of Yale University.

We asked participants to indicate which of two sequential stretches
(see Fig. 1A as an example) was greater in amplitude by pressing
buttons on a computer keyboard. The test was carried out with
particpants’ eyes covered. The auditory stimuli were the computer-
generated sounds of the words “head” and “had” (Ito et al. 2009). The
stimuli were presented one at a time through headphones and were
timed to coincide with the skin stretch to the cheeks. The relative
timing of audio and somatosensory stimulation was the same as in a
previous study (Ito et al. 2009), so that participants perceived the
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inputs as simultaneous. We experimentally manipulated the order of
the speech sounds. In one condition (A1), the word “head” was
presented with the first skin stretch, and the word “had” was presented
with the second skin stretch. In the other condition (A2), the opposite
order was used (see Fig. 1A).

Experimental manipulation. We programmed a small robotic de-
vice to apply skin stretch loads. The skin stretch was produced using
two small plastic tabs (2 � 3 cm each) attached bilaterally with tape
to the skin at the sides of the mouth. The skin stretch was applied
upward (Fig. 1C).

We examined the effects of hearing the words “head” and “had” on
judgments of skin stretch magnitude. We chose these particular
utterances because of the movement sequence involved in their
production. Both utterances involve a simple pattern of vocal tract
opening and closing. Both begin from a neutral start position for the
sound /h/. The utterances differ in terms of the maximum aperture for
the sounds /�/ in “head” and /æ/ in “had,” such that the vocal tract
opening is greater for “had.” They share a common end position for
the final midpalatal stop consonant, /d/. The sounds for “head” and
“had” were computer synthesized by shifting the first (F1) and second
(F2) formant frequencies from values observed for “head” to those

associated with “had.” Apart from the differences in F1 and F2, the
acoustic characteristics (duration, mean intensity, and third and higher
formant frequencies) of the two utterances were the same. The details
have been described in a previous publication (Ito et al. 2009). We
reasoned that even though the stimuli were auditory in nature, they
would influence judgments of applied force in a manner that related to
the characteristics of their production. Thus, since production of the
word “had” involves larger-amplitude tongue and jaw movement than
“head,” somatosensory input due to skin stretch would be more
heavily weighted by the sound “had” than the sound “head.” Our
overall assumption was that the perceptual processing of speech
inputs includes a fundamental somatosensory component.

Experiment 1 compared somatosensory perceptual judgments un-
der control (CTL) conditions (skin stretch in the absence of speech)
with those obtained when speech sounds and skin stretch occurred
simultaneously. Eight individuals participated in three experimental
conditions: two involving speech sounds, “head-had” (A1) and “had-
head” (A2), and one involving a no-sound condition (CTL). Speech
sound trials alternated with no-sound trials. We presented speech-
shaped noise in the background throughout the entire period of the
experiment. The noise level was 20 dB less than that of the speech
stimuli. Skin stretch stimuli were delivered twice on each trial, with an
interval of 1,300 ms between the two stretches. We used two ampli-
tudes of skin stretch, either 1.0 or 1.2 N, and three combinations of
stimuli were used: 1) first and second stimuli were both 1.0 N, 2) the
first stimulus was 1.2 N and the second stimulus was 1.0 N, and 3) the
first stimulus was 1.0 N and the second stimulus was 1.2 N. Of these
three combinations, condition 1 is the condition of greatest interest
since it permitted us to directly assess whether somatosensory per-
ception is modified by auditory input. Conditions 2 and 3 were
included to ensure that subjects felt that they could detect differences
in force levels at least some of the time. Force combinations were
presented in random order. Thirty responses were recorded for each
somatosensory-audio condition.

When judgments of skin stretch magnitude were obtained with
unequal force levels, subjects performed at a uniformly high level.
Subjects correctly judged a 1.2-N stretch as greater than a 1-N stretch
in 88 � 0.21% (mean � SE) of the cases. As with equal stretches (see
above), the word “head” reduced the probability that a stretch would
be judged greater and the word “had” increased it. However, the
effects were smaller than those observed for equal stretch magnitudes,
and differences were not statistically reliable, presumably because
judgment accuracy was near to perfect under these conditions.

Experiment 2 examined the effects of speech sounds on somato-
sensory function over a wider range of force differences. It also
involved three CTL tests that assessed the extent whether the effect of
auditory input on somatosensory function is specific to speech sounds
and speechlike somatosensory inputs. Twelve different individuals
participated in each of the four tests (48 subjects in total). We used a
between-subjects design to avoid the possibility that auditory stimuli
in nonspeech conditions might be perceived as speech (or speechlike)
because of prior experience with corresponding speech stimuli (Re-
mez et al. 1981). In the somatosensory perceptual test, the first of two
sequential forces was constant at 1.0 N. The amplitude of the second
force was set at one of seven force levels relative to the first force
(�0.4, �0.2, �0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 N; dashed lines in Fig. 1A).
The peak-to-peak interval between the two commanded forces was
1,000 ms. We used the two same audio conditions as in experiment 1
(A1: “head-had” and A2: “had-head”). In total, there were 14 somato-
sensory-auditory conditions (7 somatosensory conditions � 2 audi-
tory conditions), which were tested in random order. We recorded 26
responses for each somatosensory-audio combination.

CTL tests examined the effects of speech versus nonspeech audi-
tory stimuli and also the effects of facial versus nonfacial skin stretch
on somatosensory perception. In one CTL test, we used nonspeech
sounds matched in frequency to the first two formants of the speech
stimulus. We used these two formants specifically because they are the

Fig. 1. Experimental setup. A: patterns of auditory and somatosensory stimu-
lation in experiment 2. Top, patterns of auditory stimulation [labeled as A1
(“head-had”) and A2 (“had-head”)]; bottom, different force profiles of skin
stretch. The solid line shows the condition in which the two sequential
stretches are equal in magnitude. The dotted line shows all other variations.
B: spectrograms showing audio stimuli. Left, speech stimuli (“head” and
“had”); right, nonspeech stimuli (mixed pure tones). C: illustration of stimu-
lation sites and stimulus direction. Left, facial skin stretch; right, site on the
forearm.
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primary acoustical measures that distinguish “head” and “had.” The
nonspeech sounds were produced using pure tones (see Fig. 1B). The
frequencies of two pure tones were set to match the F1 and F2 of /�/
in “head” (F1: 566 Hz and F2: 1,686 Hz) and the F1 and F2 of /æ/ in
“had” (F1: 686 Hz and F2: 1,552 Hz), respectively. The duration and
timing of stimulus presentation matched those of the vowels of the
original speech stimuli. The somatosensory stimuli used for this CTL
test were the same as in the primary manipulation. In the second CTL
test, the skin stretch was applied to the hairy skin of the forearm
instead of the facial skin (see Fig. 1C). The skin stretch was applied
in the direction of the hand. The auditory stimuli were “head” and
“had,” as in the primary manipulation. In the third CTL test, we
applied the same somatosensory stimuli to the hairless skin of the
palm, where the cutaneous receptor density is higher. Two of these
subjects were subsequently excluded as their scores fell beyond 2 SDs
from the mean (one in each direction). All experiments were carried
out with the subjects’ eyes covered. As in experiment 1, subjects were
required to indicate whether the first or second skin stretch felt greater
in amplitude.

Statistical analysis. The probability that subjects judged the second
skin stretch as larger than the first was the dependent measure. In
experiment 1, we compared means for the somatosensory judgments
in the no-sound condition with those of the “head-had” (A1) and
“had-head” (A2) conditions. Performance was quantified on a per
subject basis, with judgment probabilities in the three conditions
converted to z-scores. We conducted one-way repeated-measures
ANOVA in which the independent variable was the auditory test
condition [three levels: A1 (“had-head”), A2 (“head-had”), and no
audio]. Post hoc contrasts were carried out using Tukey tests.

In experiment 2, the probability that the participant judged the
second force as greater was calculated for each of the seven somato-
sensory conditions. We obtained fitted psychometric functions from
the associated judgment probabilities by carrying out logistic regres-
sion using a generalized linear model (Hosmer and Lemeshow 2000)
with two independent variables (somatosensory force difference and
auditory presentation order). The identification crossover was ob-
tained from the regression by finding the difference between the two
skin stretch forces that corresponded to the 50th percentile of the
estimated logistic curve. We computed confidence intervals (CIs) to
determine the experimental conditions in which the difference be-
tween crossover values for A1 and A2 differed reliably from zero.

RESULTS

We examined whether speech sounds modify the perception
of sensations arising in the facial skin. To address this issue, we
carried out a sensory test in which a robotic device gently
stretched the facial skin lateral to the oral angle in combination
with the presentation of speech sounds. Figure 2 shows the
effects of auditory inputs on the perception of two skin stretch
stimuli of equal magnitude (1 N in each case in experiment 1).
The ordinate in Fig. 2 shows the mean normalized probability
of judging the second stretch as greater. As shown in Fig. 2,
compared with skin stretch judgments in the absence of audi-
tory speech inputs (CTL), the mean probability (�SE) of
judging the skin stretch magnitude as greater increased when
the stretch occurred in conjunction with the word “had” (A1)
and decreased when the second stretch accompanied the word
“head” (A2). ANOVA indicated that the probability of judging
the second stretch as greater differed across conditions
[F(2,14) � 13.17, P � 0.001]. Post hoc statistical comparisons
found reliable differences in probability between A1 and A2
(P � 0.001) and between A2 and CTL (P � 0.05). The
difference in probability between A1 and CTL was not statis-
tically reliable (P � 0.085). Speech sounds thus appear to bias

somatosensory perception. Subjects felt more force when the
skin stretch accompanied the sound “had” than the sound
“head.”

Experiment 2 examined whether the link that we observed
between auditory and somatosensory information is specifi-
cally tied to auditory speech inputs and speechlike patterns of
facial skin deformation or whether instead the interaction lacks
in specificity. Figure 3A shows representative examples of
perceptual judgments for individual participants in the four
experimental conditions. The circles in Fig. 3A show the
probability of judging the second skin stretch as greater for
different magnitudes of stretch. The solid symbols shown the
judgment probabilities when the sound “had” is presented with
the second skin stretch (A1), and the shaded symbols show the
probabilities when the sound “head” is presented with the
second stretch (A2; Fig. 3A). The solid and shaded lines
showed the estimated psychometric functions in the two audio
conditions, respectively (Fig. 3A). In all four experimental
conditions, participants’ judgment probabilities gradually
changed from 0 to 1 depending on the force difference between
the skin stretch stimuli. Thus, in all cases, participants were
able to successfully perform the force judgment task. The top
left graph in Fig. 3A shows that speech sounds affect the
perception of somatosensory inputs arising in facial skin. Skin
stretch that occurred in conjunction with the sound “had” was
consistently judged as greater than skin stretch that occurred in
conjunction with the sound “head.” In contrast, the use of
acoustically matched but nonspeech stimuli resulted in a
smaller somatosensory effect. Judgments of skin stretch ap-
plied to the arm or the palm were not affected at all by
simultaneous speech input.

Psychometric functions fit to the mean data in the A1 and A2
audio conditions were assessed quantitatively using logistic
regression. A reliable difference between the two functions
was observed in the face-speech condition [�2(1) � 7.06, P �
0.01]. The psychometric functions were not reliably different
in the face-nonspeech [�2(1) � 2.73, P � 0.098], forearm-
speech [�2(1) � 1.10, P � 0.25], or palm-speech [�2(1) �
0.12, P � 0.9] conditions.

The effects of auditory input and skin stretch were also
assessed in terms of differences in the mean crossover force
value (the force difference at which the two skin stretch stimuli

Fig. 2. Speech sounds change the perception of facial skin sensation. The graph
shows the mean normalized probability of judging the second stretch as
greater. The left point shows the probability when the second stretch was
paired with the sound “had” (A1). The middle point shows the probability
when the second stretch was paired with the sound “head” (A2). The right
point shows stretch magnitude judgments in the absence of auditory input
[control (CTL)]. Error bars show SEs across the participants.
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were judged to be equal in magnitude; Fig. 3B). For purposes
of this analysis, we assessed on a per subject basis the cross-
over, or 50% point of the psychometric function that was fit to
the probability of judging the second stretch as greater, as a
function of the force difference between the first and second
stretch (Fig. 3B). Somatosensory judgments for the facial skin
were reliably affected by speech sounds. The mean difference
in crossover value between A1 and A2 was 0.021 N (P � 0.01,
99% CI: 0.0001 and 0.042 N). As above, pure tones had a
marginal effect on the crossover value for somatosensory
judgments (P � 0.08, mean value: 0.013 N, 99% CI: �0.008
and 0.033 N). There was no reliable effect of speech sounds on
somatosensory judgments involving the skin of the forearm
(P � 0.10, mean value: 0.011 N, 99% CI: �0.010 and 0.032 N)
or the palm (P � 0.10, mean value: 0.009 N, 99% CI: �0.013
and 0.03 N).

In summary, we found that the perception of facial skin
stretch was modified by speech sounds. When the skin was
stretched in synchrony with the presentation of the word “had,”
subjects judged that the skin stretch force was greater that
when the skin stretch occurred in conjunction with word
“head.” The somatosensory response was reliably altered by
speech sounds and was less affected by matching nonspeech
auditory inputs. No somatosensory modulation was observed
when the same speech stimuli accompanied skin stretch ap-
plied to the forearm or palm.

DISCUSSION

The central finding of this study was the demonstration that
the perception of facial skin deformation that typically occurs
in conjunction with speech production is modified by speech
sounds. The modulation is specific to facial skin sensation and
also speech sound perception. The finding should be viewed in
conjunction with a complementary demonstration that facial
somatosensory inputs alter the perception of speech sounds (Ito
et al. 2009). The two findings taken together suggest that sound
and proprioception are integrated in the neural processing of
speech. Facial somatosensory inputs affect the way that speech
signals sound, and auditory inputs alter that way that speech
movements feel. The effect of auditory inputs on the somato-

sensory system is selective. Speech sounds may possibly serve
to tune the motor system in the acquisition process of speech
production.

We found that speech sounds altered judgments of facial
skin stretch while the effects of nonspeech sounds on skin
stretch judgment were marginal. This latter finding could be
consistent with the possibility that sound characteristics affect
somatosensory function at a relatively early stage of process-
ing. However, filters in biological systems are never abrupt.
Hence, the finding is also consistent with the idea that non-
speech sounds that are speechlike in nature, as is the case here,
are processed by the same neural mechanisms that deal with
speech. Presumably as the difference between speech and
nonspeech stimuli increases, the relative effects on orofacial
somatosensory processing would be expected to decline.

We considered the possibility that the effects observed here
are attentional rather than perceptual in nature. This seems to
be unlikely. The subjects’ task is to make a somatosensory
judgment based on stimulation delivered to the face, forearm,
or palm. The very same auditory input (speech) is applied in all
three conditions. The attentional requirements are similar for
all three tasks. The subject is required to judge the somatosen-
sory stimulus magnitude in the presence of speech. We found
that the same speech stimuli had an effect on somatosensory
perceptual judgments when stimulation was delivered to the
face but not when skin on the palm or forearm was stretched.
This suggests that the effects are perceptual in nature rather
than due to attentional differences between the conditions.

There have been previous demonstrations of auditory-so-
matosensory interactions in situations other than speech (Jous-
maki and Hari 1998; Ro et al. 2009; Yau et al. 2009; Zampini
and Spence 2004). In particular, there are robust effects of
auditory input on tactile frequency discrimination, and the
auditory cross-sensory interference is quite specific. Audio
distracters strongly impair frequency discrimination of vibrot-
actile stimulation to the finger, but only if the frequencies of
the auditory and tactile stimuli are similar. Audio distracters do
not interfere with judgments of tactile intensity (Yau et al.
2009). The specificity of the cross-talk between the auditory
and somatosensory systems is consistent with the present

Fig. 3. Changes in the perception of skin
stretch are specific to speech sounds and facial
skin sensation. A: example of changes to the
perception of skin stretch due to auditory
speech stimuli. The abscissa shows the differ-
ence in magnitude of the two skin stretch
stimuli. The ordinate shows the mean proba-
bility of judging the second stimulus as greater.
Solid circles indicate the judgments in the A1
(“head-had”) condition. Shaded circles indicate
judgments in the A2 (“had-head”) condition.
The solid and shaded lines show the estimated
psychometric functions. B: difference in mean
identification crossover. Error bars shows SEs
across the participants. *Conditions in which
auditory stimuli reliably change the probability
of judging the second stretch as greater.
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finding that somatosensory effects were dependent on the
specific interaction between speech sounds and somatosensory
judgments related to the facial skin. The word “had,” which is
associated with larger jaw opening movements than the word
“head,” led to reports of greater skin stretch, suggesting that the
modulation of somatosensory perception is related to the ar-
ticulatory motion that is associated with the sound that was
heard. These various examples of intersensory interactions
point to the importance of supramodal representations for
somatosensory-auditory interactions that are specifically tuned
to the context of the integration.

Interactions between auditory and somatosensory informa-
tion may well be relevant to the neural processing of speech
since speech processes and certainly speech production in-
volves both auditory information and inputs that arise from the
muscles and tissues of the vocal tract. Recent theoretical
models of speech processing have assumed neural linkages
between the speech perception and production systems (Guen-
ther et al. 2006; Hickok et al. 2009). However, studies of this
relationship have focused largely on the influence of motor
function on auditory speech processing and, more specifically,
on the interaction of auditory inputs and speech motor cortex
(D’Ausilio et al. 2009; Fadiga et al. 2002; Meister et al. 2007;
Watkins et al. 2003; Wilson et al. 2004; Yuen et al. 2009). The
possible involvement of the somatosensory system in speech
perceptual processing has largely been ignored. The present
results are complementary with those of our previous demon-
stration that somatosensory inputs affect the perception of
speech sounds (Ito et al. 2009). The two sets of results in
combination suggest that at a neural level, speech-relevant
somatosensory processing lies at the intersection between
speech production and perception. Indeed, the data are consis-
tent with the possibility that the somatosensory system forms
part of the neural substrate of both processes. Moreover, these
effects occur in the absence of articulatory motion or speech
production (cf. Champoux et al. 2011). The findings thus
suggest a new role for the somatosensory system in speech
perception that is largely independent of motor function.

The brain areas involved in the auditory-somatosensory
interaction that is observed here are not known. The neural
substrate may be in belt areas of auditory association cortex,
notably the caudomedial area, based on demonstrations of
audio-tactile interactions in humans (Foxe et al. 2002; Murray
et al. 2005) and nonhuman primates (Fu et al. 2003; Kayser et
al. 2005). The second somatosensory cortex may also be
responsible for the observed sensory modulation as it is acti-
vated by skin stretch (Backlund Wasling et al. 2008) and
modulated by auditory inputs (Lütkenhöner et al. 2002). Cor-
tical regions such as the planum temporale (Hickok et al. 2009)
and subcortical structures such as the superior colliculus
(Stein and Meredith 1993) may also be involved in somato-
sensory-auditory interaction. Studies to date of the neural
substrates of auditory-somatosensory interactions have focused
on brain regions involved in nonspeech processes. Further
investigation is required to know the extent to which these
regions are involved in the current speech-relevant somatosen-
sory-auditory interaction.
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